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(Communicated by Ronald M. Solomon)

Abstract. Let X be a universal cover of a finite connected graph, G =

Aut(X), and V a group acting discretely and cocompactly on X , i.e., a uni-

form lattice on X . We give a necessary condition for an elliptic element of G

to belong to a uniform lattice or to the commensurability group. By using this

condition, we construct some explicit examples.

Continuing the classic Bass-Serre theory on graphs of groups [S], Bass devel-

oped the covering theory for graphs of groups [B]. Using this, Bass and Kulkarni

developed the uniform tree lattices theory in their joint paper [BK]. In that pa-

per they obtained a lot of important results. It is fruitful to think of (G, X, Y)

as a combinatorical analogue of (PSL2(R), upper half plane, fuchsian group).

Let X he a 'uniform tree', i.e., the universal cover of a finite connected graph,

G = A\it(X), equipped with compact open topology. The subgroup H < G is

discrete iff every vertex stabilizer Hx for x e VX is finite, where VX is the

set of all vertices of X. We call T < G a uniform X-lattice if T is discrete and
the quotient graph T\X is finite (i.e., VX has only finitely many T-orbits). Let

To, Tx he subgroups of G. To and Tx axe said to be commensurable (denoted

r0 ~ Tx), if the index [T, : ronTi] is finite for i = 0, 1. The commensurator
(or "virtual normalizer') of T in G is the group CG(r) = {g e G\gTg~x ~ T} .
It was shown in [BK] that, up to (/-conjugacy, any two uniform lattices in G axe
commensurable. Thus the commensurator Cc(T) of a uniform lattice T < G

is, up to conjugacy, independent of T; we denote it by C(X). It is proved in

[LI] that C(X) is dense in G, which was conjectured in [BK].

In this paper, we give a necessary condition for an elliptic element (i.e., one

having fixed points) of G to belong to a uniform lattice or to the commen-

surability group C(X). By this condition, it is then easy to construct some

automorphisms of X which do not belong to a uniform lattice, nor do they

belong to C(X).

We address here the following questions:

Question. Let X be a uniform tree, G = Aut(X), g e G.  When is there a

uniform Z-lattice T: (a) such that g eTt; (h) such that g e CG(T) ?
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We begin by quoting

Proposition 1 [BK, (4.2) Conjugacy Theorem]. If g is hyperbolic (i.e., acting on

X freely), then g belongs to a uniform lattice.

So the case of main interest is when g is of finite order.   The following

notion, due to Gelfand, will be useful for our discussion.

Definition. Let G he a locally compact group. An element ueG will be called

C7-unipotent if the closure of its C7-conjugacy class CG(u) contains 1, where

CG(u) = {gug~x\g e G}.

Lemma 1. Assume that T\G is compact, in the sense that G = K • T for some

compact set K c G. If a e G is G-unipotent then the closure of its T-conjugacy

class Cr(o) contains I, where Cr(cr) = {yoy~x\y e T} .

Proof. Say
l=lixngnog-x,       g„eG, n = 1,2,....

n

Write g„ = knyn , where kneK, y„eT.

Passing to a subsequence we can (compactness of A^) assume that kn —> k

for some k e K. Then

1 = limknynoy~xk~x = lim kynoy-xk~x,
n n

and so
I = lixnynoy~x,       yneT.   Q.E.D

n

Proposition 2. Let T e LatM(X); then CG(T), in particular T, contains no

G-unipotent element ^ 1.

Proof. Suppose that o e CG(T) is G-unipotent.
Put T' = Tn oTo~x , a subgroup of finite index in T. Applying Lemma 1 to

T', we have 1 = lim„ y„oy~x with yn e T'. Hence,

o~x = lim o~xynoy~x.
n

But, for each n, (o~xyno)y~x e (o~xT'o, T') < T, and T is discrete. Hence,

for n » 0,
a~x =o-xynay-x;

whence, ynoy~x = 1, i.e., a = 1.   Q.E.D.

Thus we get a necessary condition for an elliptic g ^ 1 to belong to a uniform

tree lattice or C(X) that g is not a G-unipotent element.

Lemma 2. An element o e G is G-unipotent iff it is elliptic and its tree of fixed

points contains a G-translate of any given finite subtree.

Proof. Assume that o e G is G-unipotent. Thus, by the definition, there is a

sequence {g„ e G, n = 1, 2, ...} such that lim„ g„logn = 1. In other words,

for any given finite subtree Y of X and for n » 0, we have g~' ogn \ Y = id | Y ,

i.e., o\(gnY) = id\(g„Y). So, o is elliptic and its tree of fixed points contains

g„ Y, where g„ e G and Y is any given finite subtree of X.

Conversely, suppose that o is elliptic and its tree of fixed points contains a

G-translate of any given finite subtree.
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For a e VX, put Ba(n) = {x e VX\d(a,x) < n}. Then {Ba(n), n =
1,2,...} is a sequence of finite subtrees of X. For each Ba(n), by the as-

sumption, there is g„ e G, such that

o\(gnBa(n)) = id \(gnBa(n)),

i.e.,

g-xogn\Ba(n) = id\Ba(n),        gneG,  n = l,2,....

So, lim„g-xogn = l, g„eG.   Q.E.D.

Now, it is easy to construct G-unipotent elements of finite order, which thus

lie in no uniform lattice (or even the commensurator of one).

Example 1. Let X be the following virtually linear tree:

X_2 "^—1 "^0 "^1 "^2

T        T        T        T        T

• •     -O-O-<>-O-II- • • •

z-2 z-l z0 :l z2

• • • • •

v-2 V-l >0 Vl V2

Clearly, X is a uniform tree. In fact, let g e Aut(X) be defined by

g(x„) = Xn+x,      g(yn)=yn+l,      g(Zn) = Zn+l, « = 0 , ± 1 , ±2 , .. . ,

then (g) is a uniform lattice of X: (g) is discrete and (g)\X is finite.
Define a e G = A\it(X), such that rr(xo) = yo , o(yo) = Xo , and a acts on

X - {x0, yo} trivially.
Clearly, the subtree of fixed points of o contains a G-translate of any given

finite subtree of X. By Lemma 2, a is a nontrivial G-unipotent. Hence,

by Proposition 2, o does not belong to any uniform lattice nor even to the

commensurator of any uniform lattice.

Example 2. Let X be the Cayley tree Cay(F(x, y), {x, y}), where F(x, y)

is a free group on a basis {x, y} . Let a e A\xt(F(x, y)), such that a(x) = y,
a(y) = x. Put

P = {u e F(x, y)|reduced word of u begins with x or y }.

Note that a defines an automorphism of X and aP = P.   Define a e
Aut(^T) by

f a(u)   if ueP,

°{u) = \u       ifuiP.
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X = Cay(F(x, y), x, y):

/       — -- ^    p

0~"
Since o switches two branches of X and fixes the other two branches, the

subtree of fixed points of o contains G-translate of any given finite subtree of

X. By Lemma 2, a is a nontrivial G-unipotent. Hence, o lies in no uniform

lattice nor even the commensurator of one.

On the other hand, we have

Proposition 3. Let T < G be a uniform lattice and F < CG(T) a subgroup such

that F • T/T is finite. Then F <T' for some F ~ T.

Proof. We may assume that F • T = S • T, where S is a finite subset of CG(T).

Put

r0= f| grg-^ftsrs-1.
geF-T ses

As 5 € Cq(T) , sTs~x ~ r for each s e S. Since the intersection of two
subgroups of finite index has finite index, it follows that a commensurability
class of subgroups of G is stable under finite intersection. Thus the finite

intersection To is commensurable with T. And, clearly, To is normalized by

F , i.e., F < Ng(Tq) . According to [BK, Corollary (6.4)], To\Ng(Tq) is finite,
so NG(To) ~ r0 ~ T. Thus the proposition is proved by taking P = NG(To).

Remark. Proposition 3 applies notably when F < CG(T) is finite or when F =

(g) with gn e T for some n > 0.
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